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EI Presiden te
As this month's cover says, there is only a short time left before the PVAS

spring auction on Sunday, May 20th. As have our last few auctions, this one
will also be held at the John Wood Recreational Facility, 3730 Old Lee
Highway, Fairfax City. This is the same location as our monthly meetings. so
the map on the back cover can be used by those unfamiliar with our club and
these semi-annual wild/crazy Sundays. Complete details and auction rules can
be found elsewhere in this issue. For more information. please call me at
971-0594, or Gene Aldridge at 998-8757.

The club has already secured one outstanding speaker for our fall workshop -
Mr. Martin Moe. Mr. Moe is a nationally recognised authority on marine
aquarium management and the care of marine life in captivity, and his talk
should be considered a 'must' for all aquarists - freshwater as well as
marine. The workshop has been set for October 27-28. More details to come.

This Delta Tale issue is the first in a long time that has more original
material than reprints in it. DARE I HOPE THAT THIS SIGNALS A TREND FOR
FUTURE ISSUES? I HOPE SO: There is no 'Mirror' reprint/review section in
this issue because we have not published an original article since NovemQer.
Become a famous, published author - write an article:

Trading Post
FOR SALE: Whisper 800 air pump. Excellent condition. Includes spare

rebuilding kit. ~18
Tetra Luft G indoor/outdoor air pump. Very good condo $12
As-new 15 gallon tank with p1exig1ass top - $16

Pete Thrift - 971-0594 after 6 PM
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Pocket Full of Secrets
by Ken Muller

Several years ago I had an accident lhat caused me to then disaster struck again. A fungal disease entered my home
change my life. I broke my leg and ankle and was told lhat with some of the fish sent to a show. The disease seems to
spons and probablywalking wouldbe a thingof my past. This jump from jar to jar and kills within 36 haws hundreds of fish
andan old ten gallon tank were the leading factors starting my at a time. I have bied a variety of medications but none seem
interest into the aquarium hobby or should I calI it a disease. to work. The disease is not confined to just beuas but tanks
Like most beginners, I started with out livebearers, tetras, of other fish lilte breeder angels are killed just as quick. Heat
danios and so on. It was not until the local club put on an and continuous light seem to lielp but this just helps cut the
internationalbeuashow IhatI found anew interest, "wild type" losses. As you can see I'm no expert but here are a fewof my
beuas. Well I bid high for all the "wild types" and bought a secrets.
few of the sp1endens100. It lOOkonly a week before I had fry The most imponant decision you will make is the selection
and startedto wonder what to do. Within two years I hadover of your breeders. This decision will affect the future and the
fony tanks and well over seven thousand beuas with about quality of every beua you produce. When selecting your
1000jarred. Needless to say my home looked like a hatchery breeders the first step is to decide what color strain you want
as even the floor space in the bathrooms had boxes of mason in your stable. I select ftrst for color and second for finnage.
jars stacked up four high filled with potential winners. The color needs to be consistant thoughout your line before

It took about a year before I started to show some of my the dedication to lhat one or two ftSh with the great fmnage
ftSh and attended shows across the country. As I traveled I can be appreciated. This is true for most colors with the
bought more and more stock in an effort to cure my disease. I exception of black, multicolorand red. The judges of the latter
went through the me apprentice program while attending the two seem to always reward large finnage while black has its
shows and became a judge at my first convention in Miami. own color problentS with underlying irridicite. The male
By theend of my first year showing I had accumulated enough should be chosen cafefully sincemanyof theproperties within
points toplace in the top ten. For the next year I set a goal for the physical characteristics are noticable. The tail form of the
myself to score in the top five and breed ftShfor every class male should be a sysmebical form or else the next threeor four
offered by the standards. The next show was held in July by spawns will be used to correct it. I prefer a singletail male to
my local chaprcr. I lOOkabout sixty fISh and did extremely a doubletail female. I seem to get a deeper split from the
well. By the end of the fall season, I had a fair point margin doubletails in the spawn although you may not get any
over the second place person. I had scored in more than half doubletails depending on the male. The singletail to
the classes and was raising ftShfor the rest. In late October, I doubletail spawn will help to increase the dorsals of your fry
bimmed my stock to 1200 fOOand moved to Virginia. This but look for the doub1etailbreeder with the widest dorsal. If
wasabouta sixhourdrive but my wife,Judy, and I had tobreak one of the hopeful breeders has extended rays then carefully
down the stands, tanks and accessories before we could load check that the extensions do not have a "ball" at the end to the
them up and go. It took us two bips in a large van and one ray. Athough these fish look beautiful when they flare, the
very full weekend. We lost only two fOOand I did not return rays usually curl within weeks and proper care must be given
to Virginia for two weeks. to have your prized show fish peak at the proper time. When

Uponreturning to Virginia, I did my first waterchange and buying your ftShfrom a breeder remember the saying "Buyer
by next morning had lost over 400 ftsh. The males that Beware". Some breeders throw pairs together to get as many
survivedhad lostmostof their finnage. It lookedlike someone classes from one spawn as possible. I personally do not
lOOka lighterand meltedtheir caudals. The next water change condone this practice as fish from spawns lilte this produce
was not much better although I had added chemicals in an mostly junk in the second generation... The person you deal
attempts toneutralizedsomeof thechemicals in the water. We with should have a good reputation for producing and sending
were not use to having to deal with bad water as our water in only quality ftSh. Before you make a purchase, spend some
New Jersey came from a deep well. After losing over 800ftSh money and talk to other breeders. Explore other avenues of
we found our that the water treabnent plant was dumping acquisition. I once traded Tom Nunez a pair of my culIs for a
extremely high doses of chemicals in the water to compensate black male. The fish were about three months old and in my
for theflushing of the waterpipes thoughout the water system. cull tank because they were turquoise froma blue spawn. The
During this time I got very frustrated and discouraged. At one next time I saw the fish, the male took second in the class and
point almost flushed every beua in the house. the female fust. Your culls could be someone else's gain but

I eventUallypicked myself up and started to respawn for remember to state the background and/or perceived quality of
spring season. With the season to start only a few months the fish.
away I cut corners wherever possible. Some of my methods The color lines I raised came from a variety of places as I
worked while others caused more death. I used many of the attended 14 shows in just two years. The following is a
meltedmales for spawning as the quality was there but not the background of my lines and perceived "best" lines I have ever
fIDS.By the beginning of the spring season, I had only a few seen. If your name does not appear in the list then I'm sorry
males of showsizebut enoughfemales to carry me to thegrand but this is my opinion as I believe color to be the most
chwnpionship. I ended the year having placed in 39 of the 45 imponant factor in determining lines. Red, I have bied for
classes and very show weary for my effons. The next year several years to produce a better red than those produced by
was one of relaxation as I rarely changed water much less Britt Pitts. The ftsh were without any other underlying color
spawn the ftSh. Late this spring I let the disease take hold including black. The fish carried extended rays and deltatail.
again. I soon had all my shelves filledand tanks of fry waiting Randy Bamey will remember these reds as he bought one to
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improve his lines. Black, the best blacks are yet to come but found that some males 1iIceto eat the eggs once the female is
the blacksshown by Tom Nunez about five yearsago were as gone. I leave the female with the male until the fry are free
good as I've seen. Blue, without a doubt the best blues came swimmingwhich usually isjust a fewdays. I remove both the
from Peter Goeuner. They were rich in color and carried male and the female and take care to put them in warmplace
deltatail. Somefonn of theseflsh still survive inmy flsh room. with clean water. Fungicide is added to help with any injuries
SaeelBlue, the steel blue line I produced had all the qualities they incured while spawning. If you are unable to spawn the
Ieverwanted. I used a male from DavidRoddy which carried flsh in three days then remove the pair and tty later.
extendedrays anddeltatail and aossed it toa doubleI8iIfemale Sometimes a male has so much finnage that it is difficult to
from Randy Barney which carried red loss and melano. get him off the bottom. Cut his fins in an effort to regain his
Green/I'urquoise, the best green line came from Joe Scelfo youth.
who stated that "Mr G" was the great grandfather. Yellow. I The fry should be fed some small foods during the first
crosseda male fromBob Hale and JonCaliriwhich wasa deep month or so of their lives. I use microwonns for the first few
yellow with a deltatail to a female from Randy Barney which days and add live baby brine shrimp while decreasing &he
carried blond The result was clean bodied deltatail fish that microworms over the next few days. I will not discuss
never obtained the usual black flecking. I wish this line still hatching brineshrimp or raising microwonns as manyarticles
existed. Pastel, &hepastels I showed were from a cross of a have been writtenon these subjects. A sponge filter should be
Randy Bamey male to a Ray Freucll doubletail female. This placed in the tank with a slow trickle of air. As the fry get
cross produced pastels, opaques and AOCs. Opaque white, I larger more air can be added along with large foods 1iIcefrozen
never had an opaque white line but those shown be Ken brine shrimp. One should by to feed the fryat least once a day
Kadjaskus(sp) were the besL Dark bodied bicolors, the but be careful with the baby brine shrimp. Since microworms
black/yellow of Randy Barney are my preference. I used a last several days in a tank unIi1cethe baby shrimp, they can be
yellowdeltatail to a blaCk/yellowfemale which produce some overfed as long as filter is operating. Remember that two
excellent flsh only to have the whole line lost to water much of a good thing is bad so tty to fed just enough food to
problems. The black/red line I showed came from a cross of last until the next feeding. The fry tank should be siphoned
a Steve/Bev Saunders red male, carrying cambodian, to a for excess food about once a week. I suggest using a piece of
doubletail traditional cambodian female from Tom Nunez. I airline tubing and by not to suck up your fry. I personally wait
culled my ttaditional cambodian line by choosing the males for several weeks before my first cleaning this way the fry are
and females that did not have the color near the base of the big enough to see. You will notice the fry grow at different
dorsal and anal fms. As these fish got older, the red crept rates. I usuallyjar the fishbetween two and three months into
toward the bodies toproduce a great looking fISh. Butterflies, one quart masonjars. The jarring intervals are about ten days
these are so unpredictable that I seen only a handful a great apart and before I jar the first fish I slowly lower the water
fish. John Williams, Randy Barney and Steve Glassburn are tempenure to that of the fish room. While I jar the fish I cull
the names that come to mind. Marbles, a few years ago the any fish that does not meet up to my imposed standards. You
marbles could be divided inlOmales and females with the best must not ever cull a fishbecause of size. I have found sevCl8l
females belonging 10John Williams and the males to Ray of mybest fish tobe "latebloomers" with malefinally reaching
Freucll. Today, the quality falls 10 Don Myers and Parris maturityat 1 112years old. Theseflshmaybeshowproductive
Jones. Multicolor, this is a class of no interest 10me so who and breed for almost another year and a half.
cares? Now the funbegins, the water in thejars should be changed

Now that we haveour breeders, what do you do with them? at least once a week. Watch for development of your show
Although there are as many ways to breed bettas as there are specimens and if any flsh you jarred should fall below your
color sttains and tail forms, I will describe the method that standards then get rid of iL You have no time to waste your
works best for me. I useda tengallon tankf1l1edwithin several effons or food on fish of inferi<rquality. I use these flsh to
inches from the top. I place a half of a strofoam cup that I've influence the children in our area. I donate them to fish tanks
cut lengthwiseon ilSside in the tank. 1use a heater to adjust in elementary schools, the local boys and girls club or
the water tempenure to 800F. I place either a floating plant aeenagersin your neighborhood interested in the hobby. The
or java moss in the tank to act as a retreating area for the fish "take off" in varying stages. Once the flsh get three
female. This is the basic setup for my breeders but what about quarters of an inch or so, move the best into gallonjars or half
conditioning, lighting and other aspects? I stan conditioning gallon drum bowls. The rate at which they grow depends 00
the breeders about one to two weeks before placing them in the number of times a day they are feed. I do not feed my flsh
the tank. Once the fish are conditioned and the female full of but once a day and flnd the growth slow but the fins and flsh
eggs, I watch the weather for slOrmsystems as I went eight for will stay in showcondition for up to a year. It takes about six
eight during the last hurricane. A day before a storm I set up to nine months depending on the temperture of the fish room
the breeding tank and introduce the male and female in the before the flsh are ready to place in an international point
morning. The female is housed in a floating container 1iIcea show. The selection of the fish 10send to a show should be
quart mason jar. That night, before I shut off the lights, I methodical. I usually select the fish 00 SlD1dayand ship 00
release the female. The light saems tobe a point of discussion Tuesday. If you doubt or question whether a fish will place
among breeders but I have found that a light direcdy on the then do not send iL
tank to be a disttaction to the pair. I also found that constant The bagging and shipping of tbi show flsh is a I8SltDOtto
light in the flsh room to be unsatisfactory since the night and be taken lighdy. These fish are &hefruits of months of wOJk
day effect is IOSLThe next morning when the lightsgo on the and breeding. The show formshould be fill out first for all the
spawning ritualbegins. The spawningusual takesplace by the flsh you are willing to send. Yau must remembczthat once a
evening. At this point the female can be removed. I have fIShhas left your home you have no control over what may
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improve his lines. Black, the best blacks are yet 10 come but
the blacks shown by Tom Nunez about five years ago were as
good as I've seen. Blue, without a doubt the best blues came
from Peter GocunCf. They were rich in color and carried
deltatail. Some form of these fISh still survive in my fish room.
Steel Blue, the steel blue line I produced had all the qualities
I ever wanted. I used a male from David Roddy which carried
extended rays and deltatail and crossed it to a doubletail female
from Randy Barney which carried red loss and melano.
Grccn/Turquoise, the best green line came from Joe Scelfo
who stated that "Mr G" was the great grandfather. Yellow,I
crossed a male from Bob Hale and Jon Caliri which was a deep
yellow with a delta tail 10a female from Randy Barney which
carried blond. The result was clean bodied deltatail fish that
never obtained the usual black flecking. I wish this line still
existed. Pastel, the pastels I showed were from a cross of a
Randy Barney male 10a Ray Preucil double tail female. This
cross produced pastels, opaques and AOCs. Opaque white, I
never had an opaque white line but those shown be Ken
Kadjaskus(sp) were the best Dark bodied bicolors, the
blaclc/yellow of Randy Barney are my preference. I used a
yellow deltatail to a blaclc/yellow female which produce some
excellent fish only 10 have the whole line lost 10 water
problems. The blaclc/red line I showed came from a cross of
a Steve/Bev Saunders red male, carrying cambodian, to a
doubletail ttaditional cambodian female from Tom Nunez. I

culled my ttaditional cambodian line by choosing the males
and females that did not have the color near the base of the

dorsal and anal fins. As these fISh got older, the red crept
toward the bodies 10produce a great looking fISh. Butterflies,
these are so unpredictable that I seen only a handful a great
fISh. John Williams, Randy Barney and Steve Glassburn are
the names that come 10 mind. Mart>les, a few years ago the
marbles could be divided inoo males and females with the best

females belonging 10 John Williams and the males 10 Ray
Preucil. Today, the quality falls 10 Don Myers and Parris
Jones. Multicolor, this is a class of no interest to me so who
cares?

Now that we have our breeders, what do you do with them?
Although there are as many ways 10 breed bettaS as there are
color strains and tail forms, I will describe the method that
works best for me. I used a ten gallon tank filled within several
inches from the lOp. I place a half of a snofoarn cup that I've
cut lengthwise on its side in the tank. I use a heater 10 adjust
the water temperture to 80° F. I place either a floating plant
or java moss in the tank to act as a retreating area for the
female. This is the basic setup for my breeders but what about
conditioning, lighting and other aspects? I start conditioning
the breeders about one to tWo weeks before placing them in
the tank. Once the fISh are conditioned and the female full of
eggs, I watCh the weather for soorm systems as I went eight for
eight during the last hurricane. A day before a storm I set up
the breeding tank and introduce the male and female in the
morning. The female is housed in a floating container like a
quart mason jar. That night, before I shut off the lights, I
release the female. The light seems 10be a point of discussion
among breeders but I have found that a light directly on the
u.nk 10be a disttaction 10the pair. I also found that constant
light in the fISh room 10be urJSatisfaclOry since the night and
day effcct is lost The next morning when the lights go on the
spawning ritual begins. The spawning usua1 takes place by the
evening. At this point the female can be removed. I have

found that some males like 10 eat the eggs once the female is
gone. I leave the female with the male until the fry are free
swimming which usually is just a few days. I remove both the
male and the female and take care 10put them in warm place
with clean water. Fungicide is added to help with any injuries
they incured while spawning. If you are unable 10 spawn the
fish in three days then remove the pair and try later.
Sometimes a male has so much finnage that it is difficult 10
get him off the botoom. Cut his fms in an effort to regain his
youth.

The fry should be fed some small foods during the fust
month or so of their lives. I use microworms for the fust few

days and add live baby brine shrimp while decreasing the
microworms over the next few days. I will not discuss
hatching brine shrimp or raising microworms as many articles
have been wrinen on these subjects. A sponge f11tershould be
placed in the tank with a slow trickle of air. As the fry get
larger more air can be added along with large foods like frozen
brine shrimp. One should try to feed the fry at least once a day
but be caret'ul with the baby brine shrimp. Since microworms
last several days in a tank unlike the baby shrimp, they can be
overfed as long as filter is operating. Remember that tWo
much of a good thing'is bad so try to fed just enough food 10
last until the next feeding. The fry tank should be siphoned
for excess food about once a week. I suggest using a piece of
airline tubing and try not 10suck up your fry. I personally wait
for several weeks before my first cleaning this way the fry are
big enough to see. You will notice the fry grow at different
rates. 1usually jar the fish between two and three months inoo
one quart mason jars, The jarring intervals are about ten days
apart and before I jar the fll'st fISh I slowly lower the water
tempenure to that of the fish room. While I jar the fish I cun
any fish that does not meet up 10my imposed standards. You
must not ever cull a fISh because of size. I have found several

of my best fish to be "late bloomers" with male fmally reaching
matUrity at 11/2 years old. These fish may be show productive
and breed for almost another year and a half.

1\'0\1.'the fun begins, the water in thejars should be changed
at least once a week. Watch for development of your show
specimens and if any fish you jarred should fall below your
standards then get rid of it You have "'no time 10 waste your
effortS or food on fish of inferior quality. I use these fISh 10
influence the children in our area. 1 donate them 10fish tanks

in elementary schools, the loc&l boys and girls club or
teenagers in your neighborhood interested in the hobDy. The
fish "take off' in varying stages. Once the fish get three
quaners of an inch or so, move the best into gallon jars or half
gallon drum bowls. The rate at which they grow depends on
the number of times a day they are feed. I do not fc;ed my fISh
but once a day and find the growth slow but the fms and fISh
will stay in show condition for up to a year. It takes about six
10 nine months depending on the temperture of the fISh room
before the fish are ready 10 place in an international point
show. The selection of the fish 10 send to a show should be
methodical. I usually select the fISh on Sunday and ship on
Tuesday. If you doubt or question whether a fish will place
then do not send iL

The bagging and shipping of the show fish is a task not to
be taken lightly. These fish are the fruits of months of work
and breeding. The show form should be f1l1out fust for all the
fISh you are willing to send. You must remember that once a
fISh has left your home you have no connol over what may
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happen 10the fish including death. In auempt to avoid this
situation I have found the following methods help to cut my
losses. First, the bags I use are 4" by 12" plastic bags with
a single seam along the botlOm. I have found bags with
seams along the side 10 be weak and leak. Second, the
shipping container should be well insulated. I use a
styrofoam box with three inch thick wall and place the box
within a cardboard box for shipping. Third, line up your
fish in a last 10 flJ'Storder keeping in mind the order of the
show classes. This helps the show chair find your fish
quickly since the last fish placed in the box is the first out,
Next, use a small cup or container 10measure the water for
shipment. I use a specimen container and fill it near the lOp.
I add the fish and pour both fish and water inlO the bag. The
bag is tied so there is a tWo 10one air 10 water ratio. More
air is fme but 100 much water will make your box heavy and
cost you. I write on the bag with permanent marker the
number corresponding to the show form of the entry and the
class the entry belongs. I inven the bag and place it into
another plastic bag and tie it. It is now placeed inlO the box
and the process repeated unill all the fish are bagged. Next,
I fill all the open spaces and place a foam rubber pad over
the fish. I count out enough return bags adding a few extra.
I place them inside a large plastic bag and put them in the
box. The check for the entry fees is written and one for
return postage. I have always written a blank check for
return postage but if you feel uneasy about this then send
enough money 10 insure over postage. The show chair
should always return the excess. I fill out a return label in
an effon help the show chair and insure my fish are return
10 me. The checks, return label and entry form are seal
inside a plastic bag and placed on lOp of the box. The box
can now be sealed completely and placed inside the
cardboard box. Seal and label the box and remember to
write on the outside the contents of live fish. The last

decision you need to make relates 10the method of shipping.
I use the postal service for sending any fish. Several years
ago I sent boxes half way across the country using priority
mail and express mail for coast to coast. Today the postal
service has become less reliable. It should take about two

days for priority mail but many competilOrs have found on
occasions it takes one week. This means your fish miss the
show and probably just get shipped back without awater
change so I use express mail only.

The Tuesday or Wednesday following the show should
bring your fish home and hopefully awards. I believe your
fish should have an eighty percent place ratio. In other
words, four of every five fish you send should place either
first, second or third. Anything less is an injustice to
yourself and your fish as the toll of shipping reduces their
life span. How would you like 10 packed in a box and
thrown around by some clumsy or careless postal worker,
starved for eight days, shipped again and fed for six days
before the cycle repeats? It not my idea of a vacation even
though they get to play in the water near some beach like
Miami or Los Angeles. Well, my pockets are getting
shallow and it's about time I kept a few things in them for
myself. My final suggestion is that if you are interested in
showing your fish then plan 10 attend the series of judging
seminars conducted by the IBC judging board. These
seminars leach judging techniques and the fmer points of
separating a good betta from the best in the class.

Reprinted from January-February issue of FLARE!, the
Journal of the International Betta Congress by permission
of the author.

A Betta Breeder's Outline
by Paul Kirtley

1. Checklist:

A. Tank (5 or 10 gallon bare)

B. Distilled or spring water

C. Heater (submersable is easiest)

D. Half of a styrofoam cup

E. Floating plant

F. Container for female
(hurricane lamp, 2 liter bottle cut at both ends, jar ...)

G. Heavy cover for tank (glass lOp,IOwel,felt ...)

H. Liquifry, microworms, brine shrimp eggs

I. Airpump

J. Airline tUbing and air slOne

K. Sponge filter

L. Snails

2. Introduce male in setup breeder tank in afternoon

3. Introduce female 10 same in evening

4. Release female next morning (write date on tank)

5. Should spawn next day or within 48 hours (date tank)

6. Remove female (optional!)

7. Incubation about 36 hours -they hatch (date tank)

8. Horizontally swimming in 36 1048 hours

9. Remove breeder male and/or pair

9a. Add airslOne (couple bubbles per second)

9b. Feed liquifry or microworms (2 or 3 days)

10. Feed live baby brine shrimp

lOa. Add snails

lOb. Start adding water by drip system
If}. quart per day for 2 days
1 quan per day for 2 days
1 gallon per day until tank is full

11. Siphon excess debris while fill with drip system

12. Add sponge filter

Reprinted from July-December issue of FLARE!. the
Journal of the International Beaa Congress by pennissioo of
the author.
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"PVAS ANNUAL SPRING AUCTION - SUNDAY, MAY 20TH, 1990

RULES FOR THE SELLER:

1. You do not have to be a PYAS member to buy or sell hobby-related items,
including fish, plants, equipment, etc. in the auction. The auction is open
to the general public, and will be so advertised.

2. Registration of items for sale will begin at 9 AM and will end promptly at
12:30 PM on Sunday, May 20th.

3. The auction will begin promptly at 11:30 ~~, and will continue, with
periodic breaks, until all items are sold.

4. All items must be labeled with the identit of their contents, to include
number, sex if possible , and other pertinent data. Use a permanent marking
pen and adhesive label. Labeling equipment will be available at the auction,
but labeling must be accomplished before the items will be registered.

a. Fish: 'Pair' means one of each sex. 'Mated Pair' means a pair that

have spawned WITH EACH OTHER. 'Trio' means one male and two females.
'Reverse Trio' means two males and one female. 'Mixed Sexes' means at least

one specimen of each sex. If you are uncertain, label the bag 'Unsexed'.

b. Supplies: All aquarium equipment MUST be labeled as to working

condition or missing parts.

5. Proper fish bags must be used. Live items must be bagged with ample air
and water. Fish packed in "baggies" or similar bags will not be registered.
If a fish is registered in a bucket, tank, or bowl, the container will be
considered part of the item and will be auctioned as a unit. There will be a
supply of fish bags for sale at the registration desk. After registration,
PYAS reservesthe rightto re-bagany itemas is necessary.

6. Registration is limited to fifteen (15) items per person~

7. A limit of five (5) bags per species or color form/variety is allowed,

unless prior approval is obtained from the Auction Chairman.

8. For every five (5) items registered in the auction, one (1) colored
sticker will be given to the seller to attach to the item of his choice.
These items will be auctioned first.

9. Bags will be offered 'as is' and will be sold as one item. Once
registered, the contents of a bag may not be split.
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10. Each item carries a $1.00 minimum, unless the seller assigns a higher
minimum. The seller may lower the minimum on an item that does not sell
during the auction.

11. PYAS reserves the right to refuse registration of any item which the
registrar determines to not be suitable for this auction.

12. No payment will be made to the seller on the day of the auction. Payment
will be forwarded by mail within ten days after the auction date. It is the
seller's responsibility to give PYAS a proper name and address to receive
payment. Envelopes for this purpose will be filled out during registration.

13. The seller receives two-thirds of the selling price. PYAS retains
one-third.

14. All items not sold must be claimed at the close of the auction, or they
will be disposed of at the discretion of.PVAS.

15. The auctioneer retains the right to set aside any improperly bagged or
marked item, or any sick or otherwise unsaleable item.

16. Fish species that are restricted by either federal or state statues will

not be accepted. These include, but are not limited to: piranhas, Texas
cichlids, and walking catfish.

RULES FOR THE BIDDER

1. All persons wishing to participate in bidding are required to register
with their full name and address. Bidding numbers will be assigned to all
buyers.

2. Items may be inspected only before the auction and during the
intermissions.

3. All bidding raises will be in dollar ($1.00) increments. The auctioneer

has the right to alter this procedure at his discretion.

4. Successful bidders will have their items brought to them, at which time

payment is expected. An authorized bidder may run a tab, or pay by check.
Please see the Treasurer before the auction. Proper identification will be
required in these instances.

5. The decision of the auctioneer as to the highest bidder and price is final.
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*** BEGINNER'S ARTICLE ***

AQUARIUM EQUIPMENT I HAVE KNOWN (AND SOMETIMES LOVED)
Part 2 - Power Filters

Pete Thrift, PVAS

In this installment, I will attempt to discuss the more common designs for
aquarium power filters, and will give my opinions on the strengths and

weaknesses of each design type. As in my earlier discussion on air pumps and
heaters, I will not knock any specific product no matter how badly I felt it

performed, as my ignorance and/or bungling may have been the problem rather
than poor design or product quality. But I will mention those products which
I have gotten good value for my money.

I have had experience with two basic types of power filters - those that hang
on the tank back or sides, and canister filters which are usually placed under

the tank. There is also a third type: the internal submersible filter, but I
have never owned a filter of this type and therefore am not really familiar
with this design.

HANGERS-ON

Hang-on-the-back power filters can be divided into two major designs - those

with powered water intakes, and those with powered water returns. Currently,

the powered intake filters are the more popular in the hobby. Th~y have one
intake tube which leads into a magnetic-drive impeller at the bottom of the
filter case. This impeller draws tank water into the filter case, where it

overflows through the filter medium and 'waterfalls' back into the aquarium.

Host filters of this type use a disposable filter cartridge of floss and
carbon. After_pouring in about a cup of water, these filters will self-start

once you plug them in. They are easy to service, are fairly quiet, and are

relatively inexpensive. However, the cost of the cartridges can be
considerable, and the amount of carbon in the cartridge is very small and is

therefore effective for only a short time - a few days at most. Whisper and
Harineland make cartridge filters with good service reputations. ~
HaganlAquaclear makes a series of filters which use foam blocks and carbon

bags instead of cartridges. The Aquaclear bag holds several times the amount
of carbon in most cartridges, but the user must be careful how he or she

places the carbon in the filter to prevent water flowing around the carbon

rather than through it.

Powered-return filters draw tank water into the filter box by one or more
U-shaped passive siphon tubes where it flows through floss, pads, and/or bags
of carbon. The water is then pumped back into the tank, usually by a large
direct-drive motor/impeller assembly. The filter box holds a fair amount of
filtering material of your choice - you are not tied to one type or brand as
you usually are with cartridges. The larger motor/impeller assemblies pump
comsiderably more water than the active-intake designs, and their output can
be directed to maximize tank circulation. However, you must start the siphon
tubes flowing into the filter box before turning the pump motor on. If the
siphon is broken, the filter will pump itself dry and the pump will burn out.
One manufacturer dominates the powered-return filter market - Danner Supreme.
The Supreme line of filters has a well-deserved reputation for durability,
performance-aa-advertised, and value for the price.
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CANISTERS

Canister filters, as their name implies, consist of a container or canister to

hold the filtering materials, connected to the tank by hoses and fittings, and

powered by a pump usually situated on top of the canister. Eheim,
Haganl,Fluval Penn-Plax, and Harineland all manufacture successful canister

1ilters. The advantages to canister filt~rs primarily arise from the very

large amount of filter media - mechanical, chemical, or biological - which the
canister can hold. In most cases, even the smallest canister filter will hold

several times what even the larger hanging filters can hold. All else being
equal, the canister should therefore do a much better job of filtering.

Holding large amounts of filter material also allows the canister filter to go
much longer between cleanings - a definite advantage, but one which is

somewhat offset by how hard it is to clean a canister filter. Cleaning a
canister filter involves disconnecting the filter from its hose assembly or

removing the hoses as well as the canister. Either operation usually results
in the well-known water-on-the-floor condition. Often the hoses will have to

be removed, because they have become restricted due to slime and algae
build-up on their inner walls.

I have had good experiences with Fluval canisters, and I
canister running on my family-room display tank for over

problems whatsoever. Eheim equipment is more expensive,
suggests that it is very durable.

have had an Eheim

four years with no
but my experience

THE QUESTION OF POWER

To conclude this article, I would like to discuss an aspect of aquarium
filters which might be of importance to you, especially if you have more than
one tank. That aspect is the amount of electrical power required by the
filter your are considering. Remember that the filter will run 24 hours each
day, and that this constant electrical consumption is magnified over time. As
an illustration, assume that power in the PVAS area averages 10 cents per 1000
watts of electricity. A typical hanging filter with powered intake draws
about 10 watts of power. The yearly electricity bill for this filter can be
calculated:

10 watts times 24 hours times 365 days divided by 1000 times 10 cents = $8.76

Compare that to a typical powered-return filter which consumes about 75 watts,

a figure which is average for filters with large, direct-drive motors:

75 watts times 24 hours times 365 days divided by 1000 times 10 cents = $65.70

If you choose to install the second filter in the above example on several

tanks, you can see that you will incure several hundred dollars in additional
yearly electricity costs because of that choice.

I am not suggesting that power consumption should be the sole reason in

choosing a filter for your tank. But I do believe that you should include

power requirements. in the pros and cons you are weighing, especially when you

have more than one aquarium. A small advantage in filtering ability,
convenience, or initial cost can easily be offset by significantly higher

power bills over the filter's lifetime.
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*** REPRINT***

IS FEEDINGBLOODWORMSA HEALTHHAZARD?
Sally Van Camp

Central New York Aquarium Society

Rick Borstein, editor of Aquarist News,the publicationof the Suburban
Aquarist Society, recently reported that he had an allergic reaction to
bloodworms. After feeding the freeze-dried food to his fish, he inadvertently
rubbed his eyes. It wasn't long afterward that his eyes began to hurt and one
eye almost swelled shut.

rnis is not the first time that I have heard of hobbyists experiencing a
reaction when feeding bloodworms. I for one have been using bloodworms for

the past decade, and over the years my body has built up an extreme

intolerance to this fish food. This was not always the case. For many years
I experienced no reaction when I fed the bloodworms. Even touching the
freeze-dried worms posed no health problems, but after a while subtle changes
began to occur which became increasingly more severe. The first sign was

itchy hands, followed by b~eathing difficulties, and finally sneezing occurred
after feeding my fish. And I don't mean a few sneezes - 15 to 20 in a row was

not uncommon and often prompted my husband upstairs to shout "Are you feeding

bloodworms again?" I tried wearing a dust mask but this merely delayed the
sneezing episode for several minutes.

Since I feed other freeze-dried foods to my fish and don't have any problems
with them, my initial thought was that they may be some chemical reaction
occurring in the freeze-drying process of bloodworms. So I decided to use

frozen bloodworms instead, and for me this was the perfect solution. I thawed
and rinsed the bloodworms and used an eye dropper to feed my fish. I didn't

have to touch a thing and all progressed just fine until I accidentally
spilled the container down my leg one day. Well, that was my first experience
with hives that I won't soon forget. My allergy has now progressed to the
point where my husband does the bloodworm feeding, and I cannot enter the fish

room for at least 24 hours. If I forget and put my hand in an aquarium the
next day, I know it:

In talking with other club members I was surprised to find that I am not

alone. One member can't use thawed frozen bloodworms; the smell is enough to
warrant a "cold-like" reaction. Another member erplained that after years of

feeding bloodworms she too had to stop since the glands in her neck now swell.

If you experience any allergic

very careful. Obviously there

discomfort to many hobbyists.
severe reactions, I woc1d like

reaction to bloodworms, I would urge you to be
is something in this product that causes
If anyone knows why-this fish food causes such
to pass the information on to our members.

Reprinted from Tbe Reflector, the publication of
The Central New York Aquarium Society

EDITOR'S NOTE: I know of at least one PVAS member - a member of the Board

who reacts to bloodworms almost exactly as Sally describes in her article.
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FILL-IN PUZZLE by Diane Spencer
P,AS

Fill in the puzzle with the words given below.

- 11-

3 letters 5 letters 7 letters 8 letters
EEL CLOWN CATFISH AFRICANS
KOI GUPPY CICHLID CARDINAL
RAY KNIFE CONVICT CHARACIN

LOACH GOURAMI EGGLAYER
4 letters OSCAR RASBORO GOODEIDS

BARB PLATY LYRETAIL
GOBY TETRA MORMYRID
NEON
SCAT 6 letters 11 letters
TANG DISCUS PLECOSTOMUS
CARU KILLIE LIVEBEARERS

9 letters 13 letters
ANGELFI'SH MOUTH BROODERS
CORYDORAS
SWORDTAIL 14 letters

PSEUDOTROPHEUS



A FISH BY ANY OTHER NAME

by Gian Padovani, LIAS

"You know what I dislike about tropical fish...why must
they call them those crazy words, instead of good 01' American
names?" Who made this statement is unimportant and I am sure it
has been made many times before by many other people. The an-
swer I usually give goes something like this: "First of all
there are many tropicals sold under common names. Think of the
Swordtail, the Neon, the Hatchetfish, etc. Many of the scien-
tific names have been made into common names anyway. Again
think of the Rams, the Kribs, the Corys, the Scats, the Monos,
etc. There are many vertically striped cichlids and you can get
away by calling a few of them by common names such as Convict,
Stiped, Zebra and Banded. But what about all the others that
have stripes?" Some people are very persistent and they may con-
tinue arguing. "Then, why not give them "regular" names..."
Well, fish could be named like people: Louis, Terry, Gian,
Jimmy, Jane, Stuart, Diane, etc. for the specific or descriptive
names and Smith, Wagner, Padovani~ Clark, Mausler, etc. for the
generic name. Would this work? What would you think when some-
one asked for a Gian Padovani catfish? A German, of course
would refer to the fish as a Johan padovani catfish. But what
about a Louis Smith cichlid? Would an Italian aquarist refer to
it as a Luigi smith cichlid? It is obvious that fish cannot
have people's names. O.K. So let's translate the scientific
names into good 01' American and see what we get. I am sure
everyone reading this paper knows the purpose of a scientific
name; it tells something about the creature itself and could also
include the name of who discovered it, collected it, described
it, ate it, his wife's or mother in laws' names, country or area
of origin, etc., etc. Many aquarists pride themselve~ to remem-
ber the scientific names of all their fishes, without worrying or
caring what they mean. It is never been proven if knowing the
significance would make them better hobbyists. I know it
wouldn't help with the water changes. I am sure that before a
system was introduced, a serious problem must have existed.
Just imagine a person asking "Do you remember that little striped
fish, about 5 em. long, with sharp spines?" or "We have a small
catfish in our area, black as the dickens, whiskers and all...
and we call it the Black Cat" and some one replying "Yer must be
kiddin', that's what we call the catfish in our area...'cept
ours are two feet long!" When Linneaus, the great Swedish natu-
ralist, realized the confusion that existed, he invented the
classificating system we use today. It became an international
code, used allover the civilized world. It is a great system;
each living thing, be it animal or vegetable, is identified by
a two words' name: The first (generic) gives a ultra brief de-
scription, and the second may elaborate on it or give the name
who discovered it or described it, place of origin, etc. Geo-
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phagus means earth eater. It refers to this creature's (cichlid)
habit to sift through the mud or gravel for food. Brasiliensis
means from Brasil. The two words tells it all. Geophagus surin-
amensis is a similar fish but, as the second name indicates, it
originates from a different area. "But why not call them in
English" I can hear my friend say, "Why not call them Brasilian
eartheater!" A few years ago I was in Italy and found myself in
a fish market. When I inquired about the names of some species,
the owner gave me HIS regional names. That afternoon I pur-
chased a book on Mediterranean fishes that included the correct
Italian names, Italian regional names, foreign names (English,
Dutch, German, French, Spanish, etc.), in addition to the scien-
tific names. I looked up a fish reknown for its delicious flesh.
It listed 87 Italian regional names (including some given. to
other fish) and several for each foreign country. The fish is
known in England as: Bass, Common bass, King of the mullets,
white salmon, white mullet, gapemouth, sea dace, sea perch. The
official Italian names (7) are Spigola, Ragno and Lupo. The
French list 15 names, but at least one agrees with the Italian
Lupo: Loup or, in English, wolf. The scientific name, which has
gone through three revisions, is Morone labrax. The name refers
to the dark blotches on the body and this creature's wolf-like
voracity. The fish bears a strong resemblance to our own striped
Bass (Roccus saxatalis), although it lacks the characteristic
stripes along the body. Nevertheless, although related, the two
fish do not belong to the same genus. curiously, the generic
name Morone tells me that the European fish belongs to the same
family as our American White perch, Morone americana.

----------------------------------------------------------------

Reprinted from the PARADISE PRESS - February 1987
The monthly publication of the Long Island Aquarium society

----------------------------------------------------------------

...
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SPAWNINGLAMPROLOGUSLELEUPI

By Glenn Eaves, R.A.S.

The cichlids of Lake Tanganyika have always ranked high on my list of desirable
species, and on that list, the Lamprologus leleupi has to be one of my favorites. Their
brilliant yellow color is a welcome addition to just about any aquarium and their behavior
allows them to be kept with many other different kinds of fish. They rarely, if ever,
exhibit the aggressive behavior that most cichlids are known for and their demandson the
aQuarist are few. Although Ph in the lake is around 8.5, I have found that almost all of
my Tanganyikans do well in just about any Ph water that is 7.0 or above, as long as they
are not overcrowded.

My first spawning occurred at the most unlikely of times. While in the process of
moving into a new house, I has 6 leleupi and a few other fish in a bare (except for a
single flower pot) 20 high. This was used as a holding tank, while I was setting up other
tanks. On their second day in the holding tank, I noticed that all the other fish had
been crowded into ohne upper corner of the tank, one leleupi was in the flower pot (th
female I assume) , and the other, larger leleupi was hovering just outside the pot.
Upon examination of the pot, I discovered about 25 pale eggs inside the pot on the floor
of the aquarium. I immediately removed the other fish from the tank, and began to scan
the ACATrading Post to see what the potential value of this spawn would be. Naturally
the eggs were gone the next day. The old axiom, "Don't count your chickens before they
hatch", apparently applies to cichlids also.

I removed the fish and set up the tank in proper cichlid fashion with plenty of rocks
and a bag of crushed coral in the outside filter. The pair was placed back in the tank
along with a few commanguppies and zebra danios to act as dithers. The fish were fed
a variety of foods that included Aquarian flakes, frozen brine shrimp, and live black-
worms. A second spawning occurred about 30 days after the first one and I was fortunate
enough to witness part of it. The female selected a cave for the egg site and each time
the male came close, she would dash back and forth in front of him but would not allow
him in the cave. About three hours prior to spawning the female showed a very short
spawning tube and allowed the male in the cave. The spawning took place upside down on
a flat rock that formed the roof of the cave. Approximately 40-50 eggs were deposited.
The female then chased the male from the tank and began to "barricade" herself inside
by blocking the mouth of the cave with gravel. After four days, the fema~e dug out from
the cave, but no fry ever appeared. Again my hopes for a financially self-sustaining
hobby were dashed.

The third spawning occurred much like the previous one, following it by about 30 days.
Ph was 7.5, temperature was about 78° and the diet had not changed. The temptation to
remove the fish as soon as the spawning occurred was great. However, I decided to give
them one more chance at being parents. This time it paid off and about a week after
spawning, there was a small cloud of young leleupi swimming around the tank. These
were raised on a diet of crushed flake food, microworms, and live and frozen baby brine
shrimp. The fry grew very slowly and after several months were only 1/2 to 3/4 inch long.
Spawnings that occurred after this one seemedto produce fry that were a little more
robust and grew faster. Frequent, small water changes also seemedto invigorate the fry
and help them grow faster.
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SPAWNINGLAMPROLOGUSLELEUPI, cont.

After spawning about six more times, the pair seemedto lose interest in each other.
and, after about three months without any additional spawning activity, they were place~
in a community 75 gallon tank for a little lOR& RIO. I guess a little change of pace i~
good for fish also, as they spawnedwithin a week of being moved.

All in all, the leleupi is a beautiful cichlid, not too difficult to spawn. with a
nice profit potential. What else can an aquarist ask for!

(reprinted from Carolina Aquarist, Raleigh Aquarium Society)

.,

Our First BettaShow
By FreddieForashow

Our fust betla show has come and gone with large success belonged 10two different breeders. One was a AS, turquoise,
in the surrounding area. I started receiving fISh on Wednesday and the other A6, green. I spent almost an hour trying 10
before the weekend show. I opened the boxes and checked the determine green from turquoise before resorting to a scientific
fish 10make sure everything was in proper order. A box from method, heads the fish is turquoise and tails its green.
the far east arrive single bagged with more water in the box With all the fISh properly classed, the judging went along
than in the bags and many fish had no water at all. I jarred the without a hitch. That night I received several phone calls from
fISh and proceeded 10 attempt to coordinate the fish with the entrants wanting to know how they fared in the show.
entry sheet. It was hard since all the numbers had washed off. Although most of them were pleased, the entrant from the east
I consulted several show chairs from around the country to find who caUed me at five in the morning was not nor was I with
out what I should do in this circumsrance. I found out from the tirningofhiscaU. The auction was a site to behold as many
the previous chair of the show a few weeks before that she had of the bidders had only dreamed of such beautiful fish. After
the same problem with this entrant. I took the suggestion that each sale, the fISh was poured inlO a bag and placed in the
all the fish be placed in class help and let the judge classify the buyers container. Every fish was sold although after
fISh. reviewing the records I found many of the minimum bids were

I entered the fISh according 10the srandards specified in the not met as the sticker was not placed on the bowl. We decided
IBC handbook. It took hours bI:fore I was finished with the to send the entrant a check 10cover the minimum bids but no

first arrivals. By the time Saturday came I was in panic mode record of each fish sale would be sent.
since we received over 500 fish but only had srands for 350. We rested for about an hour before rebagging the fISh for
We constructed makeshift slands on top of lables consisting the return trip. Many of the entrants did nQI send return bags
of cinder blocks and 1" X 6" X 8' planks. Wepositionenough and our supply soon ran out. One of our members made a trip
cinder blocks under the boards 10insure adequate suppon for for more bags and return with as many ziploc and regular
the bowls and water. We f1Iled the srands with bowls, placed sandwich bags as could be found The fish were poured inlO
the stickers on the bowls and added the fISh. We had about 75 the ziploc bags usually on the first try but some fell inlO the
fISh released into the bowls before the lable legs gave away grass and then sealed in the bags. When we ran out ziplocs
from the weight. we used rubber bands to tie sandwich bags. We fmished with

As our members slarred at the. broken bowls and fish the show at about 9 pm and went out 10 eat. It was here that I
floundering in the newly formed lake, I shouted that we must realized aU the work that went inlO the show and all the
keep the class and continous numbers with the fish. Each of paperwork I must do in order 10 send the fish in tomorrow's
us placed the fish in a strofoam cup along with the numbered mail. We decided to have our next show in the spring but this
stickers. It was not until after the mess was cleaned that we time rent the computer program for hosting an international
realized the labels were not written with permenant ink. The show. Anila Brain volunteered 10be show chair provided she
confusion that insued was unmatched by any that I could have does not have 10receive the phone calls. Two days after the
dreamed but after several hours we were down 10less than ten fISh were returned I continued 10 receive calls asking which
fISh that we were unable 10 determine the proper owner. We fISh had placed. I then realized we did not mark the return
finally took out the entry forms and determine who had bags with either continuous number or show place. Ileam a
missing fish and what classes. they had sent the missing fish. lot from this show, the most irnponant being that I will never
In one class we had several fISh but by matching brothers we again volunteer 10be show chair until everyone in the club has
were able to the best of our ability place these fish with the had the opponunity to hold the position at least once.
appropiate breeder. We fmally came down to two fISh that

Reprinted from July-December issue of FLARE!, the Journal of the International Bella Congress by permission of the author.
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OTOMACVALLE AOUARIUMSOCIETY

.~~~~ ,..
POST OFFICE BOX 6219 SHIRLINGTON STATION ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22206

APPLICATIONFOR MEMBERSHIP

DATE: 19

NAME:

STREET:

CITY:

TELEPHONE: (HOME)

STATE:

(OFFICE)

ZIP:

How long have you been in the hobby?

What parts of the hobby interest you?

What can PVASdo for you?

Have you ever belonged to another aquarium society?

If yes. which one(s)?

Individual annual dues for membership in the Potomac Valley Aquarium Society
are $12.00 per year. renewable each June.

Please hand this application to any PVASmember. or mail it to the address
above. Youwill be contacted.
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*** REPRINT***

THE DISCUS FRAUD

B~ Dr. Joanne Norton

The aquarist who decides to buY discus soon learns that II} these
fish are expensive and 12} color variations exist. Naturall~, highl~
colored discus are more desirable than drab discus in adults. The
hobb~ist ma~ reason that it would pa~ to obtain a colorfLII strain, even
if the price is higher, since it takes months to raise a sffial:discus
to breeding size. He ma~ even "count his discus before the~ hatch" b~
expecting to get several times as much for the ~oung as he could get if
the ~oung were drab. Since colorful small discus are being sold at
higher prices than small brown discus, this brings up an unfortunate
situation that exists in some aquarium shops. Man~ hobb~ists do not
know that most, ma~be all, of the small colorful discus being sold in
pet shops will lose much of their bright color in a month or two and
that their offspring will not be coloful as Juveniles. The reason for
this is that ~oung discus are being hormone treated to raise the retail
price to $15.00 per fish or higher. This kind of treated fish is worth
about $5.00 or $6.00, so treating discus to make them temporaril~
colorful has been ver~ profitable for the people who have it done. Joe
Giorgianni, who asked me to write this article, wrote me. "I would
ver~ much like ~ou to do the hormone article because, at least in this
area, a lot of people are pa~ing $15.00 - $25.00 for discus that have
been treated. Even the shops don't realize what's going on." Treated
discus are sold under various names, such as "new Green" and "rainbow",
and of course the~ ma~ be called an~ other name that someone thinks
would help sell them.

Commerical fish breeders in the past few ~ears have learned that
~oung of certain species can be made mor colorful b~ several weeks of
hormone treatment, which is done b~ adding hormones Isuch as meth~l
testosterone} to the water. In fact, having been able to r"'aisethe
prices or sale-abilit~ of a few t~pes of fishes in this wa~, some
breeders even have treated fish whose color is not appreciabl~ improved
b~ hormone treatment. It appears that treatment is being tried on man~
kinds of fish in hopes of making them more colorful.

It is well known that female guppies become ver~ colorful after
testosterone has been added to their water ever~ other da~ for several
weeks. I have seen rrlan~ guppies from Singapore that appeared hormone
treated. Man~ of these females have signs of masculineness (large,
colorful caudal and dorsal fins and thickening of the first ra~s of the
anal fins).

The next fish that I suspected of being hormone treated was the
"green" angelfish, which I discussed in an article in the "The
Aquarium" INov. 1971}. These "green" angelfish are blacklace
Isometimes silve~} angelfish that have been treated until the~ have
much green bod~ color and also the iris of the e~e turns red. It was
the red that made me suspicious as soon as I saw m~ green angelfish
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that I had ordered ($2.00 each, dealer price). Retail price on these
would be $4.00 or more each, which is ver~ high compared with the price
of an ordinar~ black lace angel fish. These green angelfish graduall~
lost their green color. Also, I treated some ~oung black lace
angelfish meth~l testosterone. After three weeks of treatment, these
black lace looked exactl~ like the green angelfish that I had bought.
Later, I gave the greens that I had bought to a friend, who still has
them (Aug. 1973). These look like ordinar~ black lace angelfish, and
the~ have spawned, producing (as I had predicted) no "green" offspring.
A month or two after m~ article on treated angelfish and discus was
published in the "The Aquarium" a wholesaler told me that his supplier
then began listing green angelfish as hormone treated. This
information, however, is not given to the people who bu~ the treated
fish retail. In fact, apparentl~ most dealers are not aware of the
fact that "green" angelfish are hormone treated.

More recentl~, a "Blue" angelfish has been available from Hong
Kong. I knew a dealer who was ordering fish from a California
wholesaler who had "blue" angelfish. I asked him to get me four, which
he let me have at his cost of $4.00 each. When the "blue" angelfish
came I found that the~ were nothing but angelfish with one gene for
black and either one or two genes for blushing, which I discussed in an
article in "The Aquarium" (Aug. 1971). So I had paid $4.00 each for
the same t~pe of angelfish that I had sold for 30 cents each a ~ear or
two earlier. A few months later a wholesaler told me that he had
ordered a dozen "blue" angelfish (from Hong Kong). He received the
same thing as the blues that I had bought, except that his had been
hormone treated so that the~ had red iris color, even though the bod~
size was less than a quarter. A probable attempt to make them more
"blue" did not work, as the color was not intensified.

Another fish that apparentl~, in some cases, is hormone treated is
the oscar. Some tiger oscars that have bright red color will keep
their color. Others fade in a month or two and become much less
colorful than when the~ were bought. One wholesaler has told me that
he understands that some tiger oscars are treated.

The most recent treated angelfish that I have seen is the zebra.
The first zebra angelfish that I bought (summer, 1971) did "not appear
to be treated. But some that came to a local dealer (earl~ in 1973)
had e~es with bright red iris color. I suspect that these were treated
in hopes that the~ would develop the beautiful torquoise colors of a
mature zebra angelfish. .

In m~ article in November 1971, issue of "The Aquarium", I pointed
out that hormone treated small discus are being sold at prices s~veral
times as high as small brown discus. I borrowed an expensive "new
green" discus from a dealer to see if it would fade (it did, in a few
weeks). Also, I bought two young brown discus ($2.50 dealer cost,
$6.00 retail price). I treated one b~ adding methyl testosterone to
its water every other day for several weeks. The treatment turned it
into a $16.95 (retail) discus. The other brown discus, which I did not
treat, remained drab in color.

Apparently man~ wholesalers are unware of the fact that certain
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colorful, expensive ~oung discus oar hormone treated, that the bright
colors will fade in a few weeks, and that these treated discus will not
produce offspring that are colorful when ~oung. It is little wonder
that most dealers do not know about this situation, since the~ bu~ from
wholesalers who are not informed that man~ (probabl~ most of all)
colorful juvenile discus are hormone treated. Man~ species of cichlids
that have brillant colors as adults are drab as juveniles. I do not
know if there are an~ juvenile discus that are naturall~ colorful, but
I do not know of an~ that are. It ma~ be too much to expect juvenile
discus to be brightl~ colored, Just as one would not expect a six
~ear-old bo~ to have a beard. Therefore, I would not pa~ more than the
usual price of brown discus unless I could be sure the~ were not
treated. I would pa~ higher prices for discus if I knew their parents
were outstanding or a particular color t~pe that I wanted. When ~ou
consider pa~ing a high price for juvenile discus, and ~ou know nothing
about its parents, remember that its bright colors ma~ be due to
hormone treatment. If so, it is not worth an~ more than a brown
discus.

********************

Reprinted from THE GLADE, Everglades Aquarium Societ~, Miami, Florida
October 1974

*********************
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PROGRAM US!
Tony Fitz, PVAS Program Chairman

The new decade 1990 got off to a bumpy start for PVAS when the
January meeting was canceled due to inclement weather, but the
February meeting fairly sizzled with John Jessup's outstanding
presentation of his institutional "Breeder's Award" program. John
presented a truly memorable collection of slides documenting the
extensive range of spawning successes of PVAS members past and
present.

Unfortunately, the PVAS programs then took a turn for the
worse in M?rch, with Tony Fitz's motley collection of underexposed
and/or overexposed, unfocused and unwarranted slides demonstrating
how not to attempt underwater photography. However, this program
established a valuable benchmark of incompetence, serving well to
raise the confidence of other individuals who may wish to present
a monthly program for PVAS, but who don't want the pressure of
trying to top a great show.

We have the prospect to recover from the March fiasco and to
provi4e a number of fine programs for the future months in 1990.
Several individualshave come forwardwith ideas and offers for the
near future. On behalf of all PVAS members who are contributing
in any way to the success of our organization, I wish to
acknowledge some of those individuals who have recently offered
support for the monthly programs. I remain optimistic that
additional people will come forward in'the next few months with
offers to present to the collective club membership some of the
unique and fresh perspectives that each individual brings to the
hobby.

By the time this report comes to press, Rick McKay probably
will have presented his program on construction of a wet-dry
filter. This program should prove most valuable for our continuing
attempts to improve the habitats of our aquatic pets. Wet-dry
filters offer a new (relatively speaking) technology for improving
water quality, but the incredible costs of the prefabricated units
tend to limit their usage to all but the most motivated (and
wealthy) aquarists.

Gene Aldridge has contributed so many times and in so many
ways to PVAS that he deserves a rest from his labors.
Nevertheless, Gene has offered to present yet another program
whenever it would be useful. I am not certain of the topic,
although I think that it deals with an obscure and generally
unpopular group of fishes known as "cichlids".

Gerry Hoffman is another pillar of support for PVAS whose
contributions have continued unabated.. Gerry has offered to
present a program on one of his areas of expertise (which covers
just about any aspect of tropical fish-keeping)at our convenience.

I



steve Buckel has recruited Randy Siper, a respected authority
on livebearers, to come visit with us and present a program on his
specialty, tentatively scheduled for August.

Mr. Angelfish, Joe Bennett, has agreed to share some of his
methods with us in the Fall. Pete Thrift has offered to present
a "mini-program" on breeding Discus whenever it might be needed.
The rumor is circulating that Pete will donate a couple of breeding
pairs of the magenta fluorescent cobalt skywalker discus and the
electric slam turquoise tiger cyborg discus during the course of
his presentation.

It is possible that one or more additional people have offered
their future services in program presentation, but I have forgotten
to acknowledge their offer. I apologize if I neglected to mention
anybody who has offered a program for us this year. Rest assured
that my omission does not mean that we are not interested in your
services!

We stlll need to plan and prepare several additional programs
for 1990. Do you have suggestions or offers? If so, please
contact one of the PVAS officers or board members and we will. ..t,ry
to accommodate you. We have options available for future programs.
Active PVAS contributors who have presented great programs during
the recent past, such as John Mangan, Ken Muller, Russ Hammond and
Larry Wilke might be induced to prepare new presentations, or might
wish to revise and recycle past programs~ We w~lcome suggestions
from anyJ50ay~ conceriirng the--availability of" experts, learned
authorities and skilled hobbyists from other places who might be
induced to visit us at moderate cost.

I am convinced that an additional significant resource lies
untapped in the individuals who are attending the PVAS meetings,
but who are remaining mostly silent. You know who you are. We
like you, and we don't require that you present programs, if such
activities are not your cup of tea. However, I suspect that many
of you might be willing, if not eager, to participate more actively
in the proceedings of the monthly meetings. How about you, MrjMs
Quietasamouse, would you be interested in presenting a program?
Keep in mind that (a) we are a friendly audience and we are on your
side, (b) we are all interested in learning from the experiences
of other hobbyists, (c) we can offer help, if needed, with regard
to visual aids and program preparation, (d) we all would benefit
from the fresh perspective that people other than the same old
faces could offer on some aspect of the tropical fish hobby, (e)
the programs need not be extensive, they could be just a few
minutes in duration and possibly combined with other "miniprograms"
on related topics, and (f) ANYTHING you could do would be an
improvement over our March program.

Speaking totally for myself, I would like to see programs in
the near future devoted to one of the following topics:

1. Catfishes. It seems like almost everybody has them, and in



some hands they are hardy, active and prolific. However, mine tend
to be weak, sluggish and barren, and they die. What am doing
wrong? We did have a program on catfishes last year, but I missed
it, probably to the detriment of my catfishes.

2. Aquatic Plants. These are tremendous additions to almost any
aquarium, except those occupied by your basic sociopathic cichlid,
and so~e qlub members enjoy great success with plants. I have a
few plant varieties that are struggling valiantly to survive, but
I would like to learn how to do much better. What are some plant
varieties that will thrive in our local water conditions, where can
we obtain these and how can we keep them happy?

3. Outdoor Ponds. Have you had success with one of
did you construct it, what do you keep in it (and how
certain things out of it) and what do you do about the
in the winter?

these? How
do you keep
inhabitants

4. Saltwater Fishes and Minireefs. I don't have a particular
interest in these, but I thought that I had better mention them to
keep Ray Hughes off my case.

5. Other Topics. The possibilities are almost endless; aquarium
construction or repair, multitank setups, filtration systems, live
or processed foods, specialty fishes or invertebrates, fry-rearing
techniques and various economic considerations of the hobby are a
few topics that come to mind. I am especially looking for somebody
to tackle "How to make a million dollars breedi,ngkillifish."

Would you like to present information on one of these
subjects, .or do"you know somebody who would? Or do you have
suggestions for other program topics? Would you like to
collaborate with one or more other individuals for joint
presentations or panel discussions? Do you have s~ggestions for
outside speakers? Please feel free to voice your thoughts on these
matters. Lets work together to keep the monthly PVAS programs an
enjoyable, informative and informal forum for the furtherment of
the aquatic hobby.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article was inadvertently omitted from the master

Delta Tale sent to the printer. Rather than waiting for the

July issue, I decided to add it as a "letter" inside the May

issue. Please consider sharing" some of your hobby knowledge

or experiences with your fellow club members by giving a program!



Virginia Shops
ANNANDALEPET SHOP

7406 Little River Turnpike
Annanda1e, VA 22031
256-2400

PETS,ETC- ALEXANDRIA
Mount Vernon Plaza

7688-B Richmond Highway
Alexandria, VA 22306
768-2200

DISCOUNT PET CENTE!{

Manassas Shopping Center
9028 Mathis Avenue

Manassas, VA 22110
361-7769

PETS, ETC - CHANTILLY
Sully Plaza

13932 Lee-Jackson Highway
Chantilly, VA 22021
378-2777

BAILEY'S PET CENTER

Leesburg Pike Plaza
35217 South Jefferson Street

Falls Church, VA 22041
931-1400

PETS, ETC - HERNDON

Stuart Center

462 Eiden Street

Herdon, VA 22171
437-0381

BEACON MALL PET CENTER
Beacon Mall Center

6776 Richmond Highway
Alexandria, VA 22306
660-6100

PETS, ETC - STERLING
Hechinger Jamesway Plaza
243-C Harry Flood Byrd Hwy
Sterling,VA 22170
430-9667

NATIONAL PET AND AQUARIUM

Williston Shopping Center

6168 Arlington Blvd
Falls Church, VA 22046
533-7828

PETS-N-THINGS
Pan American Center

3081 Nut1ey Street
Fairfax, VA 22031
573-4400

OAKTON PET SHOP

Oakton Center

Rt 123 & Hunter Mill Road

Oakton, VA 22124
281-9622

SUNSHINE PETS

7395-H Lee Highway
Falls Church, VA 22042
573-6946

PET MART- TYSONS

8417 Old Courthouse Road
Vienna, VA 22180
281-8181

WILSON'SPARROTS& MARINE LIFE
Shirley-Edsall Industrial Park

5605-G General Washington Dr
Alexandria, VA 22312
922-7358

These shops support our club
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Maryland Shops

ANIMAL EXCHANGE

765-A Rockvi11e Pike

Rockvi11e, MD 20852
424-PETS

PETLAND
White Flint Plaza
5268 Nicholson Lane

Kensington, MD 20895
231-5216

AQUARIUM CENTER
Rand1estown Plaza Center

Liberty Road at Offutt Road

Rand1estown, MD
301-521-4529

PET MART - ROCKVILLE

2230 Veirs Mill Road

Rockvi11e, MD 20851
762-3505

CONGRESSIONAL AQUARIUM

Congressional Plaza

162 Congressional Lane
Rockvi11e, MD 20852
881-6182

RICK'S FISH AND PET SUPPLY

36 South Market Street

Frederick, MD 21701
301-694-9664 301-831-6866

FISH FACTORY AQUARIUM

582 North Frederick Avenue

Gaithersburg, MD 20877

301-977-7500

SHOWCASE AQUARIUM
11248-11250 Triangle Lane
Wheaton, MD 20902
942-6464

GLENMONT TROPICALS

G1enmont Shopping Center

12345 Georgia Avenue
Wheaton, MD 20902
949-0344

TROPICAL FISH WORLD, INC.
Walnut Hill Shopping Center
16529 South Frederick Avenue

Gaithersburg, MD 20877
301-921-0000

MONTGOMERY TROPICALS

7845-G Airpark Road

Gaithersburg, MD 20879

301-670-0886

TROPICAL LAGOON

9439 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
585-6562

PETLAND

Briggs Chaney Plaza
13833 Outlet Drive

Silver Spring, MD 20904
890-0044

they deserve our support
.
In return!
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